We’re really
pleased to
introduce you to
Stuart Meadows
who has recently
joined us as an
Account Handler.
With his in-depth
knowledge of print
gained from his time working at
Jarrold Publishing and Archant
Dialogue with a variety of clients
including The National Trust,
Sainsbury’s and The National
Gallery, Stuart has quickly
become an invaluable asset to
Printbox UK.
When not busy working, he likes
to spend time outdoors and
catching up with his friends
and family.

Contact us
Printbox UK
016 03 397 704
hello@printboxuk.com
www.printboxuk.com
The Union Building
51- 59 Rose Lane
Norwich NR1 1BY
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When Rex Warner of Norfolk
Car Club was looking to
promote the next stage of his
’not for profit’ business, he was
recommended to Printbox
UK by long term client, Steve
Jenkins of SJD Graphic Design
& Marketing.

bay in the street that we are soon
to be opening and this helps to
build interest. We know this type of
marketing works as we always see
spikes on our website traffic after a
leaflet drop.”

Norfolk Car Club provide new cars
and vans for members to drive on
a pay-as-you-go basis in Norfolk.
Vehicles are operated nationally by
Co-Wheels and membership allows
use of any vehicle, operated by the
company, throughout the UK.

“Our leaflet campaigns are time
specific and so I need to be sure
that they will be delivered on time, on
budget and good quality. Printbox
UK deliver this, are easy to work with
and if I ever have a query there is
always a friendly voice at the end
of the phone.”

Rex says, ”There are now 50 of these
schemes in the UK; Norfolk Car
Club being the largest of them. We
presently have 40 vehicles and 50
designated parking bays in and
around the city centre of Norwich
and aim to grow to about 120
vehicles with 65 new bays recently
designated in Norwich.
We promote the scheme via a mix
of PR, events, social media and our
‘Refer a Friend’ scheme but find that
targeted leafleting is very successful
when we need to promote a new
vehicle in a new area. The leaflets,
produced in batches of 2,000
to 8,000 feature a photo of the
vehicle parked in it’s designated
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200,000 leaflets later and Rex is
planning more leaflet drops for the
new sites.

Printbox UK clients can receive up
to £250 free driving with Norfolk Car
Club. Businesses and organisations
can sign up to the car club at
www.norfolkcarclub.com, use
promotional code “Printbox” each
time you sign up a new driver to your
account and receive £25 free driving
per driver (up to 10 drivers/£250).

www.printboxuk.com

A Big Mac
s’il vous plaît…
Where does the time go?
We’re already a third of the
way through a busy 2016 and
summer is on the horizon.
I’m in France as I write this and, as
any of you who have spent some
time in rural France will know, Wi-Fi is a
nightmare to find at the best of times!
But we all know of one place that will
rarely let us down – McDonald’s is
the place to visit when you need to
connect to the internet!
My visit today to the newly opened
McDonald’s in Beziers was a great
example of customer care, as they
have not only acknowledged the
demands of today’s frustrated traveller
by offering Wi-Fi, but have embraced
it! “What on earth are you talking
about?” – I hear you cry. Well...
... McDonald’s have installed power
points under every table in the
restaurant!
This means you can charge your
phone or use your laptop while you
munch on your Big Mac or sip your
Latte. Now what a double whammy
that is. Customers think McDonald’s
are ’très bon’ in providing free
electricity but in fact McDonald’s
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will undoubtedly benefit from
an increased spend from these
customers as they will probably
stay longer.
So is there something we could do
in our businesses along the same
lines? Could we offer a service free of
charge that would actually result in
a revenue increase?
It’s worth thinking about isn’t it…
We’ve seen some great new clients
join us in the last few months and that
has led us to take a look at how we
work to make sure you continue to
receive the high levels of service that
you’re used to. So I’m really pleased to
welcome our new account handler
and team member Stuart who is
working alongside Claire and proving
to be very popular with you already!
(More about Stuart on page 4.)
This month’s ‘Who’s doing what’
article features Norfolk Car Club and
it highlights the benefits of targeted
leaflet campaigns and how a mix
of digital and print media are
working well together and achieving
great results.
Have a good month!

What you’ve
said
“I ordered from Printbox UK
for the first time a couple of
weeks ago and I was not
disappointed!
I had an urgent order that many
other companies had turned
down until I spoke to Claire who
assured me they would be able to
deliver. The quality of the print and
customer service was excellent
and I will be using them for any
future orders!”
Charlotte Jones – Orion Media

Paul

www.printboxuk.com
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WHAT’S HOT!

Best ask Paul...
Emma Sansom,
P.I.A. Marketing
Manager at
Entrepreneurs
Circle has
recently trialled a
campaign of 30 Video Brochures to
past EC members to show them how
Entrepreneurs Circle has changed
since their membership lapsed.
Emma says:

VIDEO
BROCHURES
Wow, well you certainly enjoyed last
month’s feature on Video Brochures!
We’ve had a bucket load of enquiries
since that article and so we thought we’d
follow it up with a ‘Part 2’ as some of your
feedback has been really interesting.

Colin and Jenni
Bradford of
Magical Maths
Club have been
using Video
Brochures for some
time. Jenni Says:

they will book our free Taster Session.
But getting in front of them is the hard
bit. If we send a letter the gatekeeper
will intercept it and it might never get
to the teacher.

for about a year now and we use
them to introduce ourselves to schools
who we would like to work with.

So we made the decision to send the
brochures in a parcel by Recorded
Delivery. That made more of an
impact when they arrived and also
created a ‘sense of duty’ to make sure
the gatekeeper passed it on.

We find they work really well and
we’ve found our conversion rate to
be running at 50%.

We definitely intend to carry on using
Video Brochures because we know
they work!

“We’ve been using Video Brochures

”
Jenni continues, “Video Brochures

”

work because they’re different; they’re
attention grabbing. And we know that
if we can get in front of people, then
Marie Cross from
First Impression
Training Limited
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used Video Brochures to get
appointments with her Dream List.
She says:

“ Our potential customers are busy

operational leaders within the call
centre industry. They don’t read emails,
so direct mail – lumpy especially –
is our ideal marketing pillar.
We wanted to turn up differently and
prove that we’re not a normal ‘runof-the-mill’ training company. Our
Video Brochures included a fiveminute video of me talking 1:1 to
them, with the aim of just selling the
meeting to them.
We tested the campaign by sending
it to 15 companies on our Dream
List – all of which were pre-qualified
– and already there’s a potential
project value of £200k from three
opportunities. All for a few hundred
pounds spend!

”

Do you have a technical question
that you need answering? Do
you have a great idea but are
struggling to source it?
Well if that’s the case you “best ask
Paul” by email at ask@bestaskpaul.com

What we do already know is that
Video Brochures provide a massive
wow-factor, and they get you in front
of your prospect in a very personal
way that no other marketing can.

“We have a client who loves to
use uncoated stock but is really
frustrated that Spot UV varnish
doesn’t seem to work very well. Can
you suggest an alternative to this?”

30 names; each individually
personalised both on the video
and the cover of the brochure.

So there you have some great
examples of Video Brochures working
really well.

I would say that the two most
important things to consider when
putting a campaign like this
together are;
1) Quality of data; You need to make
sure your list has the correct
name and postal address but
also that they are high-quality
contacts, we use the term
‘dream list’ here at the EC,
these are the people who are
worth spending more money
marketing to, because they
would be more valuable as a
client, and...

If you’d like to have a chat to see how
they could work for you, just give us a
call on 01603 397 704.

UV varnish will normally be applied
to coated stock or on top of a
lamination to attain maximum effect
as it needs to sit on top of the paper
to be effective, and an uncoated
stock is too absorbent, meaning that
the varnish soaks into the paper –
losing the effect.

“We’ve initially tested the idea with

– Part 2!

2) Timing; These campaigns need
to arrive at a time relevant to the
prospect. If you plan your campaign
so it lands at a time where the
prospect is most likely to act, your
results will be much better. Public
holidays and busy periods, for
example, would not be a good
time to send them.

”

There are a couple of options you
could consider. The first, is to use
a clear foil instead, although this
can be quite expensive on shorter
runs. For shorter runs, you could use
‘Dimensional’ print. This is applied
via the 5th unit of a digital press and
prints a clear raised varnish effect
similar to Spot UV.
Robert Ipswich

International Michael Jackson fruit carving day
What are you doing for
Michael Jackson fruit carving
day? You know, that big
occasion when the world
stops turning for a moment so
you can carve your favourite
scene from one of Michael’s
top videos into a piece of fruit?
You haven’t heard of it? Ok you
rumbled our rouse. It’s completely
fictional, and simply an excuse to
write this article… perhaps this is a trick
you could take advantage of too?
Greeting cards aren’t only for

Christmas. Why not come up
with a great reason to send your
customers a greeting card when
they’re least expecting it? And you’ll
stand out from the crowd.
Make your clever piece of greeting
card marketing a genuine sales
driver, by including a special offer
or voucher code for your product
or service. If you’re feeling bold, you
could even include a coupon for a
free piece of fruit for your customer
to carve.

the point of your greeting card to be
a simple “thank you”.
With this kind of marketing however, the
smiles and surprise you’ll receive from
doing something a little unexpected
will pay dividends, putting you in the
forefront of your customer’s minds.

And of course, you don’t have to
include an offer. It’s perfectly OK for
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